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Abstract This paper is concerned with the conditions under which a person
can be said to have told someone or predicted (the answer to a question
like) who sang. It is standardly claimed that while (i) the true answer must
be completely specified, it is not necessary that (ii) it be specified as being
the complete answer. Here the non-factive verbs tell and predict are said to
differ from the factive verb know, which typically does impose the strong
exhaustivity requirement in (ii). We argue for an intermediate reading of tell
and predict that requires more than (i) but less than (ii). To account for this
reading we claim that the exhaustivity requirement (ii) imposed by know is
due to an operator than can apply non-locally. Applying the operator above
a non-factive verb derives the intermediate reading, whereas doing so is
vacuous in the case of factives. Thus, we derive the intermediate reading,
and differences in the exhaustivity requirements imposed by factives and
non-factives, without lexical stipulation.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we consider the conditions under which a person can be said to
have told someone or predicted (the answer to a question like) who sang. It
is standard in the literature to distinguish between two possible readings of
sentences with embedded questions, weakly exhaustive and strongly exhaustive readings. The weakly exhaustive reading of a question like John predicted
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who sang requires that for every person who sang, John predicted that they
sang. The strongly exhaustive reading imposes the additional requirement
that for everyone who didn’t sing John predicted that they didn’t sing. It
is generally thought that while embedded questions under know only have
a strongly exhaustive reading, embedded questions under tell or predict
typically get weakly exhaustive readings. We argue here for an intermediate reading of embedded questions under tell and predict that is stronger
than the weakly exhaustive reading but weaker than the strongly exhaustive
reading.
For example, consider the sentence I predicted who would laugh in a
situation where John and Mary laughed and nobody else did. The intermediate
reading we propose would require (i) that the speaker predicted that John
and Mary would laugh and (ii) that the speaker did not predict that anyone
else would laugh. By contrast, the weak reading requires only (i) to hold,
while the strongly exhaustive reading also requires that the speaker predicted
that nobody other than John and Mary would laugh, a requirement which is
stronger than (ii).
We propose to account for both the strongly exhaustive and the intermediate readings by means of a single, independently attested, operator. Applying
the operator below the question-embedding verb gives us the strongly exhaustive reading in all cases. Applying the operator above a non-factive
verb derives the intermediate reading, whereas doing so has no effect on
factive verbs. Thus we derive the intermediate reading (and others attested),
while maintaining a uniform semantics for questions, and without positing
additional lexical entries for non-factive verbs.
2

Karttunen and Groenendijk & Stokhof

Karttunen (1977) proposed that the semantic denotation of a question like
who sang is the set of all true answers to the question. If Frank and Emilio are
the only individuals that sang, then the only true answers to the question, on
Karttunen’s framework, are that Frank sang and that Emilio sang. Departing
from the letter, if not the spirit of Karttunen, suppose that when a question is
embedded under a proposition-embedding verb like know, the type mismatch
is resolved by converting the set of propositions in Karttunen’s denotation
of the question into the single proposition that is the conjunction of all these
propositions. We will call this proposition the K-denotation of the question.
Consider, for example, the following:
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(1)

Arthur knows who sang.

On such a semantics this is true iff Arthur knows for every x who sang that x
sang. To make things concrete, we can consider questions such as who sang
to be functions from worlds to propositions, i.e., functions of type hs, sti. In
this case, the semantic value of a question is a function from worlds to the
K-denotation:
(2)

who sang = λw.λw 0 .∀x(x sang in w → x sang in w 0 )

This semantics forms a part of a unified treatment of verbs like know that
embed both propositions and questions. Suppose we have a semantics for
what we will call knowP , the proposition-embedding version of know, which
takes a proposition, and an individual and returns a new proposition, i.e.,
knowP  = λP .λx.λw.x knows P in w. Then the semantics for knowQ , the
question-embedding know, can be stated in terms of knowP as follows:
(3)

knowQ  = λQ.λx.λw.knowP (Q(w))(x)(w)

This method can be used uniformly for all question-and-proposition-embedding
verbs, such as tell, predict and so on. This theory is both theoretically elegant
and makes sharp predictions about the meaning of sentences with embedded
questions.
Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984) criticized this account, inter alia, for failing
to capture the strong exhaustivity of embedded questions. They argued that
to know who sang one needs not just to know of everyone that sang that
they sang but also to know that those are the only people who sang. This
claim about truth-conditions is supported by these sorts of cases:
(4)

Frank and Emilio are the only students who sang. Arthur knows that
Frank and Emilio sang, but he also wrongly believes that Bill and Ted
sang. In this case it is wrong to say that Arthur knows who sang. It
seems more plausible to say that Arthur doesn’t know who sang.

G&S pointed out that Karttunen’s treatment of embedded questions does not
handle cases like (4). Using the K-denotation, knowing who sang just requires
knowing for every x that did sing that they did sing (this is typically called a
weakly exhaustive reading). It does not impose any requirement on the rest
of the domain.
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Considerations like the above, motivated G&S to give their partition semantics for questions. G&S associated with the question who sang the
partitioning of logical space according to the extension of sang. So, any two
possible worlds are in the same cell of the partition when the same people
sang in both worlds. G&S proposed that for question-embedding verbs that
take propositions, like know, we convert the partition to the proposition
expressed by the cell of the partition that the actual world is in. We will call
this cell the G&S-denotation (though this is what G&S call the extension of a
question). So if Frank and Emilio are the only people who sang in the actual
world, the G&S-denotation is the proposition that is true in a world iff Frank
and Emilio are the only two people who sang in that world. In the scenario
we considered, then, (1) is true iff Arthur knows that Frank and Emilio sang
and that no one else did. The G&S semantics for questions can be expressed
as a function (of type hs, sti) from worlds to G&S-denotations:
(5)

who sang = λw.λw 0 .∀x(x sang in w iff x sang in w 0 )

With this semantics we can then use the same rule, (3), to capture the connection between proposition-embedding uses of know and question-embedding
uses. This semantics, then, explains the situation in (4).
2.1 Problems for G&S with non-factives
Heim (1994) argued for the utility of the K-denotation by pointing out (i)
that the G&S-denotation could be derived from the K-denotation by a simple
operation,1 and (ii) that the K-denotation was plausibly needed to capture
the truth conditions of some question-embedding verbs.2 Evidence for (ii)
comes from the particular case of the non-factive verbs tell and predict.3 The
following cases are to be considered, as above, in a situation in which Frank
1 In particular, if who sangK  is as in (2) then we can define the G&S semantics in terms of
it as follows: who sangG&S  = λw. λw 0 . who sangK (w) = who sangK (w 0 ). Heim (1994)
points out there are certain special circumstances where this definition does not exactly
match that in (5), but as Sharvit (2002) argues, successfully in our minds, these cases arise
because of general problems with possible world semantics rather than anything specific to
questions.
2 Heim builds on observations by Berman (1991). Beck & Rullmann (1999), following Heim,
expand the case for (ii).
3 Note that here and below we are focusing on the veridical reading of tell wh- and predict wh-:
where what is told or predicted is true. There is also a non-veridical reading, on which, for
instance, John predicted who came does not imply that he correctly predicted who came.
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and Emilio were the only people who sang:
(6)

If John says to me, “Frank and Emilio sang,” then he has, in a sense,
told me who sang even if he does not say that no one else sang.

(7)

If John predicted that Frank and Emilio would sing, then he has, in
a sense, predicted who sang even if he made no predictions about
whether others would sing.

Examples (6) and (7) suggest that the G&S-denotation is too strong for tell and
predict. Of course, this conclusion would not be warranted if the judgments
in (6) and (7) could be shown to ride on an implication or assumption that
John’s statement/prediction itself was strongly exhaustive. This does not
seem to be the case, however, as can be appreciated by fleshing out the
scenarios in (6) and (7) as follows. Suppose a game was played, in which John
had to guess “sing,” “not sing” or “not sure” for each relevant individual. A
prize was to be awarded if the singers, but no non-singers, were indicated as
“sing.” Similarly, a prize was to be awarded if the non-singers, but no singers,
were indicated as “not sing.” If for example John indicated “sing” for Frank
and Emilio and “not sure” for everyone else, it seems correct to say that he
gets a prize because he told me/predicted who sang. Similarly, (8) seems
true.
(8)

John told me/predicted who sang, but did not tell me/predict who
did not sing.

Given a fixed domain a telling/prediction of the G&S-denotation of who sang
equates to a telling/prediction of the G&S-denotation of who did not sing.
So it’s unclear how (8) could be true, let alone non-contradictory, if only the
G&S-denotation were available. The K-denotation, on the other hand, seems
to yield the right results for (6)-(8).4
2.2 Inadequacy of K-denotation for non-factives
While the considerations in (6) and (7) might seem to argue for the Kdenotation over the G&S-denotation for the standard readings of non-factives,
things are not nearly so simple. There are equally compelling reasons for
thinking that simply using the K-denotation with tell and predict will not
work. Here are some cases (still to be considered in a scenario where only
4 Karttunen (1977) uses cases like (8) to motivate the K-denotation over a stronger denotation.
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Frank and Emilio sang):
(9)

John says to me, “Frank and Emilio sang. And Ted sang as well.” In
this case, while John has told me the proposition in the K-denotation,
it is not at all clear that he has told me who sang.

(10)

John predicts that Frank, Emilio and Ted will sing. In this case, John
has predicted the K-denotation proposition, but there is a clear sense
in which he has failed to predict who sang.

Now, this might be taken as evidence for a simple ambiguity approach:
perhaps the intuitions in (9) and (10) arise because the question can be
interpreted with the G&S-denotation, in addition to being interpreted with
the K-denotation as judgments like (6) and (7) show. We do think that there
are strongly exhaustive readings of tell and predict (see also Heim 1994, Beck
& Rullmann 1999). However, following observations by Spector (2005, 2006),
it seems to us that there is an additional, intermediate sense of tell who sang
and predict who sang that is at once non-exhaustive in the sense revealed
by (6) and (7), and exhaustive in the sense of (9) and (10). This sense only
requires the K-denotation, and not the G&S-denotation, to be told/predicted,
but it also requires that no actually false propositions of the form x came
were claimed or predicted in error (as in (9) and (10)).
In order to lend some support to these intuitions we conducted a small
experiment which we summarize in the appendix: the results suggest that the
intermediate reading is spontaneously used by native speakers to determine
the truth of embedded questions under predict. (The results also support the
existence of weakly and strongly exhaustive readings.)5
This view about the truth-conditions of embedded questions is also supported by judgments in cases involving VP ellipsis:
(11)

Arthur and Bert write down what they think will be the outcome
of tonight’s singing talent show, indicating their thoughts on each
contestant and what they’ll do. Arthur is certain that Frank and
Emilio will sing, but not sure whether Bill and Ted will. Bert indicates,
perhaps speculating wildly, that each of the four will. It seems true
that Arthur predicted who sang, but Bert didn’t.

5 The experiment is far from conclusive: it was only meant to lend some support to a judgment
we found compelling beforehand.
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(12)

A phone survey is taken to assess audience interest in last night’s
episode of a televised talent show, by checking their recall of the
contestants. Arthur says, “I’m sure Frank sang and Emilio sang, and
I’m not sure about anyone else.” Bert says, “Frank, Emilio, Bill and
Ted sang.” It is decided to send a thank-you prize to Arthur but not
Bert on the grounds that it’s true that Arthur told us who sang, but
Bert didn’t.

Positing a K-denotation reading or a G&S-denotation reading for both the
antecedent and elided VP does not account for the true judgments. And
while positing a K-reading for the antecedent VP and a G&S-reading for the
elided one would yield the right truth value, there is independent reason to
think that this mixed reading is not a possibility. In general, where there
is an ambiguity in the antecedent for an elided VP, that ambiguity must be
resolved in the same way in both of the VPs. If John went to a bank and Bill
did too, either both went to a river or both to a financial institution.6 The
intermediate sense as described above, however, gets things right: while both
Arthur and Bert indicated the K-denotation to be true, only Arthur made no
false predictions regarding the question who came.
3

Intermediate readings

Thus, what is apparently wanted is a way of generating a reading for tell
who sang and predict who sang (etc.) that is intermediate between what the
K-denotation for the question gives and what the G&S-denotation does. An
adequate semantics for questions and question-embedding verbs needs to
account for these intermediate readings in a principled way.
Most of the literature does not even recognize intermediate readings
for predict; Beck & Rullmann (1999) have room only for weakly exhaustive
and strongly exhaustive readings, while Sharvit (2002) seems to think that
predict only has a weakly exhaustive reading. For tell, Heim (1994: 137)
acknowledges something like the intermediate reading, and suggests that it
reflects a unique lexical entry for the verb (and not an additional reading of
embedded questions). She suggests that x tells y Q might commonly mean
‘x causes y to know the G&S-denotation of Q, by asserting the K-denotation
of Q.’ It is possible that this strategy is generalizable to predict also, though it
6 . . . or, alternatively, a bad pun is being made. But it’s clear that there’s no pun intended in
(11) or (12).
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is not obvious how to do this. Regardless, this strategy would require positing
an ambiguity in verbs like tell and predict that embed both questions and
that-clauses. Not only does one need to posit an ambiguity in the meaning of
the verb, but the two readings are not, in fact, that clearly related.
A similar point applies to the more general proposal of Spector (2006,
2005). Spector argues for a systematic three-way ambiguity with embedded
questions: weakly exhaustive readings, strongly exhaustive readings and our
intermediate readings. He proposes to derive each of the readings from the
meaning of the question-embedding verb and the K-denotation, by positing a
lexical ambiguity in the verbs. However, on Spector’s account the different
readings of question-embedding verbs are not clearly related to each other:
in particular, the derivation of the strongly exhaustive reading seems to bear
no relation to the derivation of the intermediate reading.7
An appeal of the accounts of Heim (1994), Beck & Rullmann (1999) and
Sharvit (2002) is that they can account for weak vs. strong exhaustivity of
embedded questions in a principled way, using only the standard propositionembedding semantics for the question-embedding verb. As Heim pointed out,
the G&S-denotation can be derived straightforwardly from the K-denotation,
and thus weak vs. strong exhaustivity can be explained as a principled ambiguity in the question denotation (or an operation in the lexical semantics of a
verb that chooses one of the two types of denotation). We lose much of the
appeal and explanatory power if there are still further kinds of exhaustivity
that cannot be accounted for in this way. What we propose below is a way of
extending the basic strategy of Heim to account for the intermediate form of
exhaustivity.
4 Exhaustivity operators and exhaustive readings
We propose that the intermediate reading — and all others — are derived by
the interaction of the embedded question with an exhaustifying operator
exh.8 Intuitively, exh has a semantics like that of only: it entails the sentence
it attaches to, as well as the negations of certain (stronger) alternatives. The
latter are ultimately determined by the set of possible or congruent answers
7 In addition, Spector does not draw a distinction between factive and non-factive questionembedding verbs, arguing for intermediate readings in both cases. We return below to the
case of factives.
8 We are inspired by the silent exhaustivity operator exh proposed by Groenendijk & Stokhof
(1984) in order to make answers congruent with the question meaning they assumed.
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to the embedded question. We make two basic assumptions: (i) exh can be
applied either to an embedded question directly or above the embedding
verb, and (ii) the semantic value of a question is the K-denotation. So, there
are (at least) two relevant logical forms for sentences of the form x V Q (e.g.,
John predicted who came):
(13)

a.

S
S

exh
x

b.

VP
V

Q

exh

Q

S
x

VP
V

Before discussing the semantics in detail, let us explain informally what
these two structures give us. In (13a), exh applies to the entire sentence: the
verb combined with the K-denotation of the question. This structure yields
the intermediate readings discussed above. For example, when John predicted
who came has the structure in (13a) we get these truth conditions:
(14)

John predicted K (= the K-denotation of who came) but did not predict
any possible answer K 0 to who came that does not entail K.
≈ For every x that came, John predicted that x came, and for no x
that did not come did John predict that x came.

This reading is logically distinct from the reading that results when predict
embeds either the K-denotation or the G&S-denotation. On the other hand,
the result of applying exh directly to the embedded question, as in (13b), is
simply the G&S-denotation. Thus, this structure derives the standard reading
of sentences with know, which motivated G&S’s proposal. Our proposal can
be viewed as a generalization of Heim’s (1994) proposal that the K-denotation
is basic, and that exhaustive interpretations, where they arise, are derived
from the K-denotation via a semantic operation. We depart from Heim in that
she only applies a semantic operation directly to the K-denotation, while our
exh can apply non-locally.
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In the remainder of this section we introduce the semantics of exh,
illustrating how it derives the different readings for tell and predict. We then
apply the account to factive verbs like know and discuss further predictions.
Let us begin with the simple case of the weakly exhaustive reading. We will
assume the same semantics for questions and question-embedding verbs we
attributed to Karttunen in §2:
(15)

who came = λw.λw 0 .∀x(x came in w → x came in w 0 )

(16)

John told me/predicted Q
= λw. John predicted in w the proposition Q(w)

Recall that this semantics will get us a weakly exhaustive reading for John
told me/predicted who came (assuming there are no hidden operators).
Next consider the strongly exhaustive reading, and the structure in (13b).
Readers familiar with Groenendijk & Stokhof 1984 may be surprised by
our proposal that the exh operator should be able to apply directly to a
question as in (13b). G&S introduced this operator to apply to answers rather
than questions; for questions G&S treat the strongly exhaustive semantics
(the G&S-denotation) as basic. Their exhaustivity operator was introduced
to model the fact that answers are (typically) interpreted as complete or
exhaustive.9 We depart from them here: we derive strongly exhaustive
readings for questions from the K-denotation by means of their exh operator,
suitably generalized. In order to do this, we need to do two things: (i) specify
the focus set for questions, and (ii) show how a propositional operator like
exh can apply to questions which are of a higher type.
We turn to (i) first. A question like who came we associate not only with
a denotation, but with a focus value as well (Rooth 1985). Since the normal
semantic value of who came is a function from worlds to propositions (the
K-denotation), we will take its focus value, who cameF , to be a set of objects
of the same type. While who came pairs any world w to the proposition
that is the (non-exhaustively) true answer to who came in w, an element of
the focus value of who came pairs w to some possible or congruent answer.
Formally, this can be expressed as follows:
(17)



who cameF = Q0 : ∀w∃w 0 Q0 (w) = who came(w 0 )

9 Hence, the title of their dissertation Studies in the Semantics of Questions and the Pragmatics
of Answers (our emphasis). Thus they built strongly exhaustive readings into the semantics
of questions, but for answers they derive a strongly exhaustive interpretation by the silent
(semi-)pragmatic operator exh.
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We call who cameF a focus value because of its similarities to standard
focus values in the literature; for example, the members of who cameF
applied to any world w are just the possible or congruent answers to who
came. However, it is not clear to us how well this will integrate with the
general theory of focus. In this respect we follow the scalar implicature
literature (e.g., Sauerland 2004, Spector 2006), where focus-like structures
(i.e., sets of alternatives) are used but not necessarily identified with standard
focus values.
We now turn to (ii), defining the exh operator in such a way that it
can apply to both propositions, type hsti, and questions, type hs, sti. This
requires first a general definition of the logical connectives and operators ⊇,
∧, and ¬ that will apply to functions from worlds to propositions. We use
the standard generalizations from the type-shifting literature (Partee & Rooth
1983, Groenendijk & Stokhof 1988):10
(
Q → P , if P and Q are of type t
(18)
P ⊇ Q =def
∀x[P (x) ⊇ Q(x)], otherwise
(
P &Q, if P and Q are of type t
(19)
P ∧ Q =def
λx.P (x) ∧ Q(x), otherwise
(
∼ P , if P is of type t
(20)
¬P =def
λx.¬P (x), otherwise
These generalized connectives are defined in the most straightforward way
in terms of the propositional ones. For example, where α and β are functions
from worlds to propositions, their generalized conjunction, α ∧ β, is simply
the function that pairs any world w to the propositional conjunction of α(w)
and β(w). And the generalized negation of α, ¬α, is just the function that
pairs any world w to the propositional negation of α(w).
As noted above, exh has a semantics like that of only: it entails (in
the generalized sense) the sentence φ that it is prefixed to, as well as the
(generalized) negations of certain stronger alternatives to φ. The latter we
take to be the members of a subset, call it φF + , of the focus value of φ, so
that exh is defined as follows:11
(21)

exh φ = φ ∧

V

P ∈φF +

¬P



10 We use →, &, and ∼ to represent the standard truth-functional connectives.
V
11 Where S is a set {φ1 , . . . φn } of functions of appropriate type, we write φ∈S φ for the
generalized conjunction φ1 ∧ · · · ∧ φn of its members.
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We return below to discussing the general definition of  F + . For the particular case of a question like who came, we assume the following:
(22)

who cameF + = {Q0 ∈ who cameF : Q0 ⊃ who came}

So who cameF + is just the subset of focus alternatives to who came that
are strictly stronger, in the generalized sense, than the K-denotation. In other
words, who cameF + contains those elements of who cameF that pair each
w to a possible answer to who came which is stronger than the K-denotation
in w.
Consider now exh applied directly to the question who came. By the
above, exh [who came] is the generalized conjunction of who came with
each of the generalized negations of its stronger alternatives:
(23)

who came ∧

V

P ∈who cameF +

¬P



By the above definitions, (23) amounts to the following:
(24)

λw.λw 0 .

V
0
∀x(x came in w → x came in w 0 ) ∧
P ∈who cameF + ¬P (w)(w )

Example (24) is the function that maps any w to the proposition that is true
in a world w 0 iff (i) the K-denotation in w holds in w 0 , but (ii) no possible
answer to who came holds in w 0 that is stronger than the K-denotation in w.
That is, (24) is a function that pairs any w to the set of worlds that agree with
w on the the extension of came. The latter is just the G&S-denotation of who
came in w, and so we derive a strongly exhaustive reading from applying
exh locally to the embedded question (by (16)), as in this example:
(25)

John told me/predicted [exh [who came]]

We now turn to intermediate readings. To derive these we will apply exh
above the level of the question, and so we need an appropriate focus value,
and set of stronger focus alternatives, for John told me/predicted who came.
We will not give a formal recursive definition of focus values here; rather we
assume the standard definition from Rooth 1992, 1997. The intuitive idea
is that the focus values of wholes are determined from those of their parts
by point-wise combining the focus values of the parts. Where an expression
is neither conventionally/lexically, nor intonationally marked for focus, its
focus value is simply its normal denotation. Given that the focus value of
who came is as in (17), these principles yield the following, which we will
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simply assume:
(26)

John predicted QF
= {λw. John predicted in w the proposition Q0 (w) : Q0 ∈ QF }

That is, the focus value of John told me/predicted who came is the set of
propositions that attribute to John the telling/prediction of some pattern of
possible answers to who came. The relevant set of stronger focus alternatives,
 John predicted QF + , we take to be as follows:
(27)

John predicted QF +
= {λw. John predicted in w the proposition Q0 (w) : Q0 ∈ QF + }

This amounts to the set of predicting profiles for John where in each world he
predicts a strictly stronger possible answer to Q than the one that is actual
in that world. (27) could be derived by adopting a compositional definition of
 F + that simply mirrors Rooth’s definition of  F , i.e., based on pointwise
combination of lexically specified values of  F + . However, we believe that a
more principled definition in terms of  F itself can also be given.12
Now we derive the intermediately exhaustive reading by applying exh to
(28), as in (29).
(28)

John predicted who came.

(29)

exh [John predicted who came]

By the definition of exh, in (21), we derive the following:
(30)

exh [John predicted who came]

V
= John predicted who came ∧
P ∈John predicted who cameF + ¬P

12 The rule needed is as follows:
(i)



αF + = x ∈ αF : ∀x 0 ∈ αF α ⊇ x 0 ∨ ¬((α ∧ x) ⊇ x 0 )

This definition makes use of the idea of innocent excludability from Sauerland (2004) and
Fox (2007). The basic idea is that the relevant set of stronger alternatives F + is the set of
all those alternatives which can be negated without automatically including some other
stronger alternative. In the case of who cameF using this definition who cameF + turns
out to be the set of all functions that map any world w to a proposition that is strictly
stronger than who came(w), which is what we have in our (22). For John predicted QF
the only innocently excludable alternatives are those propositions which are true in a world
w only if John predicted a proposition strictly stronger than Q(w).
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Here ∧ and ¬ apply directly to propositions (i.e., things of type hsti) and
so have their customary interpretation). (30) is thus the proposition that is
true in a world w iff (i) w is in the denotation of the John predicted/told
me who came, and (ii) w is not in any of the stronger alternatives to this.
Condition (i) is satisfied iff John predicted in w the K-denotation in w, as we
argued earlier. Condition (ii) is satisfied just in case John did not predict any
stronger possible answer to who came than the K-denotation in w. The two
conditions combined then amount to our intermediate reading: (30) is the
proposition that John predicted the K-denotation, but did not predict any
stronger possible answer.
It is apparent in the simple case just illustrated that the intermediate
reading is something like a K-denotation reading strengthened by a scalar
implicature computed from a scale of alternative answers. For, what exh
effectively does in (29) is rule out the possibility that John told/predicted any
possible answer to who came that is logically stronger than the K-denotation.
If this is right, deriving the intermediate reading is a bit like inferring from
the claim that John did some of the work that John did not do all of the
work, i.e., it is like a normal scalar implicature. This might suggest that no
modification is actually required to an account like Heim’s which includes the
K-reading semantically: the intermediate reading is just derived by ordinary,
Gricean scalar implicature from the K-reading.
However, we believe that the intermediate reading cannot be explained
away as a scalar implicature in a way that threatens our proposal. One reason
for thinking this is that the intermediate reading persists in downwardentailing environments while standard scalar implicatures do not. This point
is already illustrated by (11) and (12), where getting the correct truth judgment
by implicature would require computing the putative scalar implicature in the
scope of the negation in the second conjunct. The following pair illustrates
the distinction here between intermediate readings of questions and normal
scalar implicatures in downward-entailing environments:
(31)

If you predict who sang, you win a hundred dollars.
can mean: If you exh predict who sang, you win a hundred dollars.
(i.e., predict can have the intermediate reading)

(32)

If you do some of the work, you get fired.
cannot mean: If you do some but not all the work, you get fired.
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Of course, it has been argued from similar considerations that certain phenomena related to “scalar implicatures” are, in fact, not Gricean/pragmatic
but rather due to the grammatical presence of exhaustivity operators like the
one we posit (e.g., Chierchia, Fox & Spector forthcoming). The critical claim
of our paper is that we can derive both the strongly exhaustive reading and
the intermediate reading using exhaustivity operators and the K-denotation
for questions (with its focus values as above). What would seem strange to
us is to treat the existence of the G&S-reading as the result of a semantic
ambiguity while treating the existence of the intermediate reading as the
result of a pragmatic process. By contrast it is entirely consonant with our
proposal to derive both these readings with the same exhaustivity operator
responsible for scalar implicatures more generally.13
We now turn to factive question-embedding verbs such as know, where
the effects of exh are somewhat different. Consider, first, the wide-scope
application of the exh operator:
(33)

John knows who came.

(34)

exh [John knows who came]

By the definition of exh in (21), we derive the following:
(35)

exh [ John knows who came ]

V
= John knows who came ∧
P ∈John knows who cameF + ¬P

It turns out that (33) is identical to (34), so the wide-scope exh has no effect.
To see this note that for a world w to be in (35) it needs to satisfy two
conditions: (i) John knows the K-denotation in w, and (ii) there is no possible
answer stronger than the K-denotation such that John knows it. What we
need to argue is that (ii) rules out no more worlds than (i) alone does. Suppose
John knows the K-denotation in a world w. Then John knows for everyone
who came in w that they came. Now consider any stronger possible answer P
in w: P will be a proposition that not only entails the K-denotation but also
13 Obviously if the exhaustivity of questions is to be part of a more general grammatical
theory of scalar implicature, we will need to explain why question exhaustivity persists in
downward-entailing environments while normal scalar implicatures do not. One possible
explanation is the inherent focus values of questions. It is often observed that normal scalar
implicatures are more easily found in downward-entailing environments when focus is used.
For example, the relevant reading of (32) might be possible if some is focused. Benjamin
Spector (personal communication) suggested to us that a similar explanation might account
for the persistence of exact readings of numerals in downward-entailing environments.
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entails that at least one other x person came. We can immediately note that
P is false in w: the K-denotation, by definition, is the strongest true answer,
so anything stronger is false. But since P is false in w, it follows from the
factivity of knowledge that John does not know P in w.14 So, condition (ii) is
automatically satisfied whenever condition (i) is. It follows that (35) and (33)
are equivalent.
On the other hand, if we allow exh to apply directly to the question as in
(36), we get a sentence that is true iff John knows the G&S-denotation, the
standard reading reported in the literature.
(36)

John knows exh [who came]

It seems plausible to us that this is the only exhaustive reading for know.
5 Summary and issues
We argued for a third kind of exhaustivity, intermediate exhaustivity, not
captured by current accounts. We proposed to account for this reading and
the other two standard ones using just Karttunen’s denotation for questions
and an exhaustivity operator. Our method for doing so, moreover, does not
require positing additional lexical entries for question-embedding verbs as
suggested, for instance, by Heim for tell. On our view, those verbs that embed
both questions and that-clauses make the same semantic contribution in all
cases. We conclude with a brief discussion of some refinements to our basic
account that are necessary to deal with more complex examples.
Scope of exh We presented exh as an operator that could apply to a
constituent of any type ending in t. However, as far as we can tell, it does
not combine freely with any expression. Consider the following:
(37)

At least one student predicted who came.

Applying exh to the top of (37) gives a proposition whose truth requires,
among other things, that no student made any actually false prediction about
who came. It seems unlikely that such a reading is available. Thus the scope
of exh in a main clause seems to be limited to the VP level, beneath any
14 We assume here, for simplicity, a bivalent semantics for know: x knows P is false if P is
false. Despite the factive presuppositions of know, many argue that it has a bivalent meaning
(e.g., Stalnaker 1974).
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quantifiers or operators. There are various ways to enforce this requirement
but we will not make a choice here.15
Factivity As we mentioned above, Spector proposes intermediate readings
for factive question-embedding verbs. For example, in his discussion of
intermediate readings Spector (2006: ch. 2) uses French deviner (meaning
roughly foretell), which appears to be factive unlike predict. Thus, he claims
that factive verbs can have intermediate readings, something our account
does not naturally allow. His basic claim (stated for English foretell rather
than French deviner) is that (38a) has the truth-conditions in (38b).
(38)

a.
b.

It was foretold who would come.
For every x, if x came, it was foretold that x came, and if x didn’t
come, it wasn’t predicted that x would come.

If (i) foretell and deviner are factive and (ii) this intermediate reading exists
then this is something our theory does not account for. However, note that
if (i) and (ii) are really true then the intermediate readings for these verbs
are not paraphrasable without the use of a separate verb besides foretell and
deviner. For example, the second clause of (38b) needs to use predict rather
than foretell if we assume foretellings cannot be false, otherwise it is trivial.
This suggests some form of lexical decomposition, which would open up a
number of avenues for treating these cases within the framework we give
here.16
De dicto readings Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984) claimed another major
empirical advantage over Karttunen’s approach: their semantics captured
what they call the de dicto readings of embedded questions. For these it
is best to think of questions where the wh-phrase contains a predicate, for
example which-questions such as the following:
15 For example, it could be assumed that in main clauses exh must combine with the most
embedded proposition-denoting expression, a VP containing a subject trace (as suggested in
the tree (13a)).
16 We are grateful to Paul Égré and Benjamin Spector for bringing this issue to our attention.
See George 2010 for a critique of Spector’s proposed lexical entry for intermediate readings
for factives, and discussion of lexical decomposition. It’s worth nothing that Berman (1991)
and Spector (2006) also suggest that there are intermediate readings for know (e.g., to know
who came = for all x, if x came to know x came, and if x didn’t come to not believe x came).
The same point about lexical decomposition applies here.
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(39)

Which students sang?

Suppose Frank and Emilio were the only students who sang. Knowing either
the K-denotation or the G&S-denotation of (39) does not require knowing
whether any individual is a student or not. G&S and others have argued there
are cases where knowing which students sang requires some knowledge
about who is a student. Here is the sort of scenario that motivates this view:
(40)

John knows who sang at the concert last night. However he has no
idea who was a student, so he doesn’t know which students sang.

G&S propose to account for this reading by giving a distinct, de dicto partition
for questions and proposing that embedded questions are semantically
ambiguous. Their de dicto reading of questions of the form which F s are G
partitions the space of possible worlds by the extension of F ∧ G. So, to know
which F s are G in the de dicto sense is to know for every x in the intersection
of F and G that it is in the intersection of F and G, and to know that no other
individual satisfies both F and G. The proposition one knows in this case is
the G&S de dicto denotation of the question.
This de dicto denotation of questions can be easily captured in the framework we used in the last section by positing an ambiguity in the semantic
value and the focus value of questions. Our de re semantics for questions
generalizes as follows to questions of the form which F s are G:
(41)

which Fde re is G
= λw.λw 0 .∀x[F x in w → (Gx in w 0 → Gx in w 0 )]

Now the variation that gives you the de dicto reading goes as follows:
(42)

which Fde dicto is G
= λw.λw 0 .∀x(F x & Gx in w 0 → F x & Gx in w 0 )

Using this de dicto semantics for which F is G we get the result that a sentence
like (43) will have exactly G&S’s de dicto reading.
(43)

John knows exh [which students sang]

This treatment of the de re/de dicto distinction does not require positing
any unexplained semantic ambiguity: we can derive (41) from (42) simply by
actualizing the predicate F (i.e., evaluating it relative to a world variable that
picks out the actual world). Thus, we can treat the de dicto value as basic and
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derive the de re value.17,18
Appendix: Survey
In order to provide evidence for the existence of the intermediately exhaustive
reading of questions we conducted a small survey. We gave the survey to
193 subjects (recruited through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk), but once we
eliminated non-native speakers and those who showed that they did not
understand the task by incorrectly answering basic comprehension questions
we were left with results from 65 individuals.20
We presented subjects with a scenario in which various people had written
down predictions about which of four individuals would make the Olympic
swimming team. Schematically, there were four possible individuals a, b, c
and d trying out for the swimming team. We stipulated that a and d made
17 This is the strategy in Heim 1994: the de re reading is derived from the de dicto reading by
actualizing one of the question predictates.
18 Note that we do not link the derivation of de dicto readings to strong exhaustivity in any
way: rather we posit a more basic semantic ambiguity in the interpretation of the question
predicate F . Sharvit (2002) argues against separating de dicto readings from the derivation
of the strong exhaustivity, a separation Beck & Rullmann (1999) make but Heim (1994) does
not. On Heim’s account, the only way to generate a de dicto reading is to apply her equivalent
of the exh operator. Sharvit (2002) claims that Heim’s account is superior since there is a
class of verbs, including surprise and predict that (a) only exhibit weakly exhaustive readings
(i.e., those given by the K-denotation) and (b) do not allow de dicto readings.19 That property
(a) would entail property (b) is predicted on Heim’s account but would require stipulations
on Beck & Rullmann’s (and ours). We think (a) is false: predict and surprise have strongly
exhaustive readings.
Here is a an example where surprise shows a strongly exhaustive reading:
(i)

Four students run a race: Bob, Ted, Alice and Sue. Emily expects Bob, Ted and Alice
to run it in under six minutes. Only Bob runs it in under six minutes. Emily is
surprised who ran the race in under six minutes (since she expected more people
to).

However, if surprise only can embed the K-denotation we should not be able to say what
we do in (i). This is because if one just embeds the K-denotation in the scenario there then
Emily is surprised who ran under six minutes should be true iff Emily is surprised that Bob
ran under six minutes. Similar comments can be made about predict. If we are right, then
Sharvit’s argument is not successful since she provides no evidence that absence of de dicto
readings are linked to verbs that only exhibit weakly exhaustive readings, since such verbs
do not seem to exist.
19 Claim (a) is on page 112, claim (b) is on page 116–121.
20 The survey and the results may be found at http://users.ox.ac.uk/~sfop0300/
questionsurvey/.
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1
2
3
4
Table 1

a

b

c

d

No
?
Yes
Yes

?
?
?
Yes

No
No
No
?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Predictions

the swimming team and b and c failed to. A prediction consisted of a list
of the four names with a “Yes,” “No” or “?” next to each name. We asked
our subjects to report for four sets of predictions, listed in Table 1, whether
or not the set of predictions “correctly predicted who made the swimming
team.”
Subjects needed to code predictions 1 and 2 both as not correctly predicting who made the swimming team in order to count as using one of
the three strategies. 51 of 65 subjects (78.4%) did this. The predictions in
3 and 4 together distinguished between the three types of exhaustivity: If
the subjects applied a strongly exhaustive interpretation to predict-wh then
neither prediction 3 nor prediction 4 would qualify as correctly predicting
who made the team. With a weakly exhaustive reading both prediction 3
and 4 would qualify. And with an intermediately exhaustive interpretation 3
would qualify, but 4 would not (since it contains a false prediction). Coding
4 but not 3 as correctly predicting who made the team would not be consistent with any of the senses of exhaustivity discussed. Of the 51 subjects
who coded predictions 1 and 2 consistently with one of the three exhaustive
readings, 14 answers (27.5%) were strongly exhaustive, 19 (37.2%) were weakly
exhaustive, 17 (33.3%) were intermediately exhaustive and only 1 subject (1.9%)
gave the answer inconsistent with any of the types of exhaustivity. That the
intermediate reading was attested by so many respondents provides evidence
that subjects used this reading rather than just confining themselves to weak
and strong exhaustivity.21

21 A χ 2 -test shows that this pattern of answers differs significantly from a pattern in which the
answers not consistent with weak or strong exhaustivity would be equally distributed (as
we would expect if they were generated by noise). The actual pattern of 17, 19, 14, 1 differs
significantly from 9, 19, 14, 9, (χ 2 (3) = 14.2, p < .005).
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Of course, given the details of our small study there will be other explanations for the presence of the intermediate reading, but we think these results
might provide some support for the judgments we report in this paper as
well as suggesting new avenues for the empirical study of question meaning.
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